
 

The past few months have presented countless unexpected turns, rethinking, and redoing, and we 

continue to face ongoing change. We feel it in our daily routines, in our personal and professional 

interactions, in our communities; and we feel it most strongly in historically under-resourced places like 

The Bronx. Yet through this unprecedented time, we are continuing to learn, reflect, listen, collaborate, 

grow, and act to support Bronx students. Over the past few months, HERE to HERE and our partners 

have been working to support our community and co-create solutions that help imagine a stronger and 

more equitable talent development system, in The Bronx and NYC. Together we fought, and will 

continue to fight, for programs and policies facing mounting threats, ensured over 550 students engaged 

in paid, virtual summer internships, and collaborated with educators, employers, and students to plan 

for the future. Thank you to all of our partners for your hard work, persistence, and collaboration. 

Let’s commit to not returning to “normal” but to better—much better. The siloed systems of the past 

that once seemed so set in stone, and were always inequitable, are suddenly more malleable. Now is the 

time to think differently. Working together, we can build new systems that achieve better outcomes: 

Bronx students who are well-positioned to secure and thrive in meaningful careers, employers who gain 

the talent they need to excel, and an NYC economy that is more equitable, inclusive, and prosperous. 

 

 

 

 

Following the city’s cut to Summer Youth Employment Program (SYEP) in spring, HERE to HERE alongside                

many partners, including some incredibly inspiring student leaders, coalesced to fight for the program’s              

reinstatement. Although the result was only a partial win—35,000 of the original 75,000 opportunity              

slots restored—the demands of young people were heard loud and clear. The work isn’t over: SYEP and                 
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programs like it require increased, sustained funding. We’re honored to continue these efforts, working              

alongside young people like Latoya, featured in our profile below. 
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To prepare in short-order for a summer unlike any other and help our partners transition to remote                 

experiences, HERE to HERE developed Key Distinguishers for Virtual Internships, the latest in our Key               

Distinguishers series. Key Distinguishers codify best practice, including the essential elements of            

work-based learning programs within different settings. With this framework to guide quality            

experiences in virtual settings, we were able to quickly secure funding from the James and Judith K.                 

Dimon Foundation for The Bronx Community Relief Effort to fund 550 virtual internships in the HERE to                 

HERE high school network and two high schools on the Taft campus. Through an RFP process and                 

program design support, HERE to HERE engaged with community partners to offer virtual internships              

that met the Virtual Internship Key Distinguishers. As a result, students gained career-connected skills              

while earning valuable summer income with the following organizations: Bronx Documentary Center,            

Children’s Arts & Sciences Workshops, DreamYard, Duro & Third Avenue Labs, Educational Video Center,              

HERO High School, Mentoring in Medicine, Music Theater Company, The Knowledge House, The Urban              

Assembly, and United Activities Unlimited. 
 

 

 

 

 

In connection with the summer virtual internships, HERE to HERE organized a series of 

community practice sessions to bring together summer virtual internship providers. The 

sessions provided an opportunity for providers and the HERE to HERE team to reflect on both 

the successes and challenges associated with virtual internships, learn from one another, and 

reflect on the HERE to HERE Virtual WBL Key Distinguishers. 
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Like many of our provider partners, this summer also marked HERE to HERE’s first season of 

virtual summer internships. Thank you to all the interns for their dedication and hard 

work—and for helping us shape a new kind of summer experience!  
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Creating better remote learning requires 

feedback and collaboration—our partners over 

at South Bronx Rising Together want to hear 

from you! If you work with parents and 

caregivers who have children in the NYC 

education system, please complete this Back to 

School Survey addressing online learning, child 

care, food access, housing stability, and mental 

health support. Shout out to Christina Samuels, 

former H2H Project Manager of Policy and 

Impact and current Director of South Bronx 

Rising Together, for leading this survey. 

 

 

 

HERE to HERE has brought together critical stakeholders, from City University of New York (CUNY) staff, 

Community-Based Organization (CBO) representatives, employers, and public officials, to participate in 

the 2020 Swiss CEMETS Institute. For this year's virtual institute, HERE to HERE and a range of 

stakeholders will work with CEMETS researchers to learn from the Swiss dual system of education, which 

embraces and credentials learning in both academic and work settings. Our New York team will 

investigate CUNY’s potential catalytic role in adapting Swiss best practices to the New York context, and 

building on the model's strengths to better serve students, employers, and the economy. 

 

"Companies are thinking about more effectively diversifying their workforce. CUNY represents an 

opportunity to access diverse talent at scale."  

- Jesse Jackson (JP Morgan Chase), Case Advisor, CEMETS 

 

Recommended reading: Reinventing the Community College Business Model 
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This July, we shared The HERE to HERE Language Guide, a tool informed by students and available to 

those who work with and for students. The Guide investigates the language surrounding young people in 

The Bronx and NYC, and how this language impacts not only their feelings about their environments, but 

also their sense of self, connection to their community, and connection to work and learning. 

 

Now, we want to know how our partners and friends are using the guide as a resource. Please join us on 

October 29th, 2020 for a virtual panel conversation about The HERE to HERE Language Guide, its 

practical uses, and its potential to shape work or learning environments into more conscious, inclusive 

spaces. 
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To build a shared platform for positive change in The Bronx, we believe it is critical for The Bronx 

community to come together under one banner and speak as a unified voice to highlight the needs and 

strengths of the community during this time. We feel strongly that young people know what The Bronx 

needs. That's why we'll be joining organizations working with The Bronx Community Foundation to 

coordinate and sustain a Bronx-wide Youth Council.  

Joshua Poyer who leads HERE to HERE’s Student Voice work notes: "We also want to make sure that 

as adults, we do the work of ‘getting out of the way’ and ask that you invite at least one young leader 

to join the call as part of your organization’s team. Our hope is for adults to listen and play a 

supportive role as Bronx youth design a shared organizing platform that meets their needs." 

If you are a Bronx organization interested in joining this conversation, please email Joshua Poyer. 

 

 

 

In partnership with Relay Graduate School of Education, our team has developed two CTLE-eligible 

(Continuing Teacher and Leader Education) professional development courses. Educators from around 

the state will have the opportunity to sign up for two courses focused on preparing students for the 

world of work: (1) Facilitating Resume Workshops With Students; (2) Facilitating Pitching Yourself 

Workshops With Students. Courses will be held this November. 

 

Watch our promotional video for Relay to learn about HERE to HERE  course offerings! 

 

 

 

 

 

This summer, HERE to HERE mobilized employer champions through the launch of the New York Jobs 

CEO Council. The new Council absorbed the HERE to HERE Business Council and CareerWise New York 

became an independent 501c3 nonprofit organization affiliated with the Council. 

Beginning in 2019, HERE to HERE, through The Bronx PIC and in partnership with DreamYard, also 

successfully developed The Thinkubator, which provides paid opportunities for high school students to 
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come together with professionals and create solutions to real-world problems. This summer The 

Thinkubator launched as an independent 501c3. 

Based on a series of discussions with The Bronx PIC employers, we determined that given the economic 

impact of the Covid crisis on Bronx business, The Bronx PIC will no longer seek to become a stand-alone 

organization supported by membership dues. The Bronx PIC employers, all incredibly committed to 

youth talent development, will continue to partner with HERE to HERE to ensure Bronx students have 

work-based learning opportunities as part of their learning journey. 

These changes are the fruition of an enormous amount of work by our partners and the HERE to HERE 

team. We thank everyone for their passion, expertise, and commitment over the past couple of years as 

we incubated these independent entities. Launching ambitious and far-reaching initiatives that can 

transform the way we think about work, learning, and talent development is one of the reasons why 

HERE to HERE exists. Moving forward, we'll continue to work closely with the New York Jobs CEO 

Council, CareerWise New York, The Thinkubator, and Bronx employers to expand opportunities for 

Bronx students. 

 

 

 

Earlier this month, Teaching Matters celebrated its work and honored the work of others in the field at 

its annual Champions of Education Luncheon. HERE to HERE and our Chair Judy Dimon were honored to 

receive the 2020 Champion of Innovation Award and participate in the virtual event. Congratulations to 

Teaching Matters, who pivoted super quickly to develop and share free new student-facing online 

materials for grades K-8 when NYC turned to remote learning in March. As of the Teaching Matters’ 

October event, these materials had been downloaded for free by nearly 88,000 educators in 4,000 cities 

across the country! 

 

 
 

As the leaves change, the pumpkins come out, and the election ramps up, HERE to HERE remains firm in 

our commitment to enhancing opportunities for young people in The Bronx and NYC. Our collective 

recovery depends on the breaking down of systemic barriers that silence the ambitions of far too many 
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Bronx and NYC young people. We need a new, inclusive model of education that embraces career 

success and creates skilled professionals by valuing learning wherever it happens—both inside and 

outside of the classroom. How we reinvent these systems determines our future.  

HERE to HERE believes the talent of young people fuels our economy and our world. Yet, we know 

traditional career paths reflect the bias within our nation—too often stifling rather than cultivating the 

ambitions of Black and Brown students. 

That’s why every day, we mobilize the collective expertise of students, business leaders, educators, and 

local leaders to bridge the gap between education and meaningful, family-sustaining careers for all 

young people. It won’t be easy, but when we work together to unlock the talent of an entire generation, 

our community is stronger, our businesses benefit, and all of New York thrives.  

We thank you for your partnership, investment, and commitment to our shared goal of reinventing 

the youth talent development system so that all young people, in The Bronx, NYC, and elsewhere, 

enjoy lifelong career success. 

 

- Abby Jo Sigal, Founding CEO 
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